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QCD phase diagramQCD phase diagram
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Theoretical predictionsTheoretical predictions

Signatures of quark-gluon plasma 
formation and the chiral phase
transition. The expected behavior 
of the various signatures is plotted 
as a function of the measured 
transverse energy, which is a mea-
sure of the energy density, in the 
region around the critical energy 
density εc of the transition.

 When two curves are drawn, the 
hatched curve corresponds to the 
variable
described by the hatched ordinate 
on the right. 

The Search for the Quark-Gluon 
Plasma

arXiv:hep-ph/9602235
John W. Harris, Berndt Müller
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Studying the Phase Diagram of         Studying the Phase Diagram of         
                QCD Matter at RHIC                QCD Matter at RHIC
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STAR BES programSTAR BES program

I II
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STAR BES: net protonsSTAR BES: net protons

EbyE net-proton number distributions normalized to EbyE net-proton number distributions normalized to 
the total number of events for  0-5% central Au+Au  the total number of events for  0-5% central Au+Au  
at each √ at each √ ssNNNN

  

  Variation of net-proton cumulants Variation of net-proton cumulants 
(C(Cnn ) as a function of  √ ) as a function of  √ssNNNN for cen- for cen-
tral and peripheral Au+Au collisionstral and peripheral Au+Au collisions

C 1 = M, C 2 = σ2 , C3 = Sσ3 and C4 = Kσ4 
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STAR BES: STAR BES: net protons high momentsnet protons high moments

 QCD-based calculations predict the net-baryon number distributions to be non-Gaussian and 
susceptibilities to diverge, causing moments, especially higher-order quantities like κσ2, to have 
non-monotonic variation as a function of √ sNN 

 Ratios of cumulants are related to the ratio of baryon-number susceptibilities:
                       
                      where  n  is the order and P is the pressure of the system at a given T and μB .

 QCD models : 
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STAR BES: direct flowsSTAR BES: direct flows

      Slope change of baryons (proton and Λ) from positive Slope change of baryons (proton and Λ) from positive to to 
negative with increase in energy around negative with increase in energy around √s√s

NNNN = 14.5 GeV,  = 14.5 GeV, 

which might be an indication of softening of EoS around the which might be an indication of softening of EoS around the 
same energy as predicted by various hydrodynamics and a same energy as predicted by various hydrodynamics and a 
transport models. In some hydrodynamic calculation, a transport models. In some hydrodynamic calculation, a 
minimum in directed flow has been proposed as a signature minimum in directed flow has been proposed as a signature 
of a first order phase transition between hadronic matter and of a first order phase transition between hadronic matter and 
Quark-Gluon Plasma phases.Quark-Gluon Plasma phases.

nuclei formation mechanismnuclei formation mechanism
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STAR BES: NSTAR BES: N
CQCQ

 scaling scaling

  The NCQ  scaled elliptic flow vThe NCQ  scaled elliptic flow v22 /nq  vs  /nq  vs 
(m(mtt-m0)/nq for 0-80% central Au+Au -m0)/nq for 0-80% central Au+Au 
collisions  selected particles.collisions  selected particles.

different behavior of  vdifferent behavior of  v22 at 7.7 GeV and  at 7.7 GeV and 
11.5 GeV for 11.5 GeV for φφ

 Difference increases substantially 
with decreasing beam energy.

Phys. Rev. C 93 (2016) 014907



Elliptic flow fluctuationsElliptic flow fluctuations
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STAR BES: femtoscopySTAR BES: femtoscopy

Excitation function of Rout, Rside and Rlong

 STAR -  systematic (red boxes)
               and statistical errors (black lines)
 errors for E895 and E866 are statistical only.

 π−π− pairs created from tracks with transverse momentum 0.1 < pT < 0.3 GeV/c
events centrality     0-10% 
transverse momentum of the pairs      0.15 < kT < 0.6 GeV/c   

HADES, E895, STAR, E866

The centrality dependence of Rout , Rside , and Rlong .
Errors are statistical only. 
π +π + and π−π− pairs in the
momentum range 0.15 < pT < 0.8 GeV/c
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STAR BES results STAR BES results 

 ν2 difference between the particle 
and anti-particle as a function of 
beam energy for minimum bias 
Au+Au collision

net particles flows high pT suppression

 Disappearance of the standard QGP signature 
is the strong suppression of high pT charge 
particles (~ jet quenching), as indicated by 
binary scaled yields, which is no longer present 
in the collisions of the BES lower energies for 
any centrality.
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NNuclotron based uclotron based IIon on CCollider ollider 
ffAAcilitycility
 Beams –  p,d(h)..197Au79+

Collision energy  √s= 4-11 GeV/u (Au), 12-27 (p)

 Beam energy (fixed target) - 1-6 GeV/u

Luminosity: 1027 cm-2s-1(Au), 1032 (p)

               Experiments:

2 Interaction points – MPD and SPD

Fixed target experiment  BM@N
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NICA White PaperNICA White Paper



MPD PWGs MPD PWGs 

Global observables Spectra of light flavor
and hypernuclei

Correlations and
fluctuations

Heavy flavorElectromagnetic probes



Global observablesGlobal observables  

UrQMD 3.4 AuAu 500k events √sNN = 5, 7.7, 11.5 GeV     |η|  < 0.5  pT > 0.15 GeV/c
Events centrality classes 



Strange and multi-strange baryonsStrange and multi-strange baryons
Stage’1 (TPC+TOF): Au+Au @ 11 GeV, PHSD + MPDRoot recoStage’1 (TPC+TOF): Au+Au @ 11 GeV, PHSD + MPDRoot reco



Femtoscopy at MPDFemtoscopy at MPD

1st order phase transition
Xover phase transition

VHLLE model



FlowsFlows
study of vstudy of v22 of pions and protons in MPD of pions and protons in MPD

Reconstructed and 
generated v2 of pions 
and protons have a 
good agreement
 for all methods

Small difference for v1 (y) for 
particles produced in Au+Au 
and Bi+Bi collisions.

vv11 (y): Bi+Bi vs Au+Au (y): Bi+Bi vs Au+Au



Electromagnetic probesElectromagnetic probes
Realistic ECAL reconstruction & analysis – large acceptance ECAL with good energy resolution: 
ideal tool for measurement of  neutral mesons in a wide momentum range



Heavy flavorHeavy flavor
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2 2 at NICA : vHLLEat NICA : vHLLE



υυ
2 2 
at NICA: at NICA: STAR, UrQMD, SMASH STAR, UrQMD, SMASH 



First physics with MPD experiment at First physics with MPD experiment at 
the NICAthe NICA



Computing for MPDComputing for MPD

Supercomputer
 “GOVORUN”
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Fractal analysis of events Fractal analysis of events 

N(ε) is the number of boxes of side length ε required to cover the set.
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Fractal dimensions in Fractal dimensions in ηηPPT T spacespace  of STAR events  for AuAu of STAR events  for AuAu  @  @ √√s=200 GeVs=200 GeV
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  Jet quenchingJet quenching

Phys. Rev. Lett. 91, 072304 (2003).

|η| < 0.7
4 GeV/c < ptrig

T
 < 6 GeV/c

2 GeV/c < p
T

associated  < p
T

trig
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Thanks for Thanks for 
attentionattention
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